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But Fundy Builder is also a complete picture library manager, so if you need to do things the Fundy way (and we say that with love), then it's there for you, too. Fundy's photo libraries allow for quick and effective sorting by photographers, holidays,
albums, pets, movies, and more. It's a breeze to search for pictures. Like Lightroom, Fundy Designer offers a low-level browsing mode called SmartAlbums, which we found to be quite powerful. Fundy Designer's SmartAlbums offers a similar set of
tools as Lightroom, which puts the display of the main album list, albums, collections and slideshows in a simple, easy to understand tabbed interface. Fundy Designer is the most feature-packed kit of its kind. There's no denying that the $395
dollar price tag for a trial is steep, but if you use Photoshop and other programs that allow multiple workflows (like FotoFusion or AlbumsDS), this is a small price to pay. And if you need to spend several hours building an album, only to have that
album exported as a Photoshop file, the extra cost isn't really a problem. The Premium plan is also more flexible, since you can open and save your files in any format you want. One thing that makes Fundy Designer stand apart is the way it
integrates with other programs and provides a more complete workflow. Its integration with Lightroom 4 makes it faster to build albums; you can preview your images in the Lightroom editor as you lay out the album and your changes are
synchronized with Lightroom. Fundy Designer also integrates with the Fundy Plugins to provide even more functionality, allowing you to build an album in Fundy that also provides imported images with smart, organized keywords and stars. This
makes your album a lot more flexible for rapid editing and evaluation down the road.
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